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In Gladius Prime, a brand new Imperial Crusade of the 41st Millennium, your race—the Astra
Militarum—seeks to rebuild the galaxy after an alien assault. Betrayed and caught off-guard, a
small wedge of loyalists has somehow regained control of the embattled Free Worlds. Despite this,
the Principality of Gladius and the surrounding territories have been plunged into chaos, as rival
warlords and marauding aliens vie for control. Your task: must you find a way to reclaim the Free
Worlds and remake the Imperium of Man? Key Features: Relive the Imperial Crusade of the 41st
Millennium on a massive scale. Armies are created from eight unique factions, each with their own
unique playstyle. Tired of the same old battlefields? Fight in regional- and faction-specific
flashpoints. Play for the first time with the updated user interface. From the Frozen Shores of the
Killzone to the scorched deserts of the Uthuk Y’llan, Gladius Prime is a living breathing ecosystem.
Can you survive the savage onslaught in the world of the living? Hitman’s Absolution must be
delivered to Alex, but the opportunity to do so presents itself in the form of a mysterious vampire.
Faith demands he dispense justice, but humanity longs to see him fail. About This Game: ‘The
world has moved on, and the age of the superhuman is at hand.’ That’s the disclaimer text at the
beginning of Hitman 2. ‘We have created Agent 47 as a symbol of man’s capacity for both good
and evil.’ This is the Hitman 2 trailer, and it shows the origins of the series’ shadowy, international
geopolitical battleground. It also shows Agent 47, the silent, unflinching executioner. ‘The world
has moved on, and the age of the superhuman is at hand.’ That’s the disclaimer text at the
beginning of Hitman 2. ‘We have created Agent 47 as a symbol of man’s capacity for both good
and evil.’ This is the Hitman 2 trailer, and it shows the origins of the series’ shadowy, international
geopolitical battleground. It also shows Agent 47, the silent, unflinching executioner. Hitman 2 isn’t
just about Agent 47. It’s also about making us ask the question: Who is this man? What

Features Key:
Wonderful plot with more than 30 missions.
Four original scenarios.
New units.
Random loadouts for more tactical excitement.
New maps!
And more surprises up your sleeves!
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Warhammer 40,000: Gladius - Reinforcement Pack System
Requirements

Minimum OS: Windows 7, XP, or Windows Vista SP 1, SP 2

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4500 2.1 GHz or AMD Athlon 3200+

Memory: 2 GB RAM minimum

Video: NVIDIA Geforce 8600GT or equivalent

Hard Drive: 7 GB space to install the game

Warhammer 40,000: Gladius - Reinforcement Pack Download
Instructions

1. Please select your platform

Steam,
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